Alcohol Policy
Here at The Nest, we want you and your guests to have a memorable and safe experience. The below policies are in
place to ensure you and your guests have the best experience at The Nest.

***It is a requirement that all clients book our exclusive TABC licensed bartending service, HD Liquid Catering,
and also purchase a bar set up package through HD Liquid Catering. This package will ensure all necessary bar
items are present on the day of your event. HD can supply all your alcohol as well as create custom his and her
cocktails or you are welcome to purchase your alcohol and provide it on the day of only. If you are providing your
own alcohol, please check with HD for proper serving amounts per guest before purchase.

-It is the clients responsibility to obtain a custom quote and reserve bar staff and set up package with HD Liquid Catering.
-Alcohol can only be brought to the venue the day of the event. The Nest cannot hold alcohol overnight for any reason. Please
ensure other arrangements are made prior to event.
-There must be an officer(s) present at all events where alcohol is being served. Security must be in place when alcohol is being
served to guests.
-Clients are allowed to consume no more than two 24 pk cases of beer and or 4 bottles of champagne in their suites before the
ceremony. (Liquor, or spirits are not allowed to be consumed in suites until bartender is on site)
-All bridal / groom parties that consume alcohol before a bartender is on site is solely responsible for his or her actions. The Nest
and or bartenders will not be held liable for anyones actions prior to ceremony.
-All alcohol that is not provided by HD Liquid Catering, must be placed near entry bar on the day of only.
-Valid ID’S will be required for all guests at the event. Should the age of the guest be in question, bartenders have the right to ask
for proper identification.
-The Nest prohibits underage drinking. If bartender finds a guest underage drinking or catches someone serving to a minor
(under 21), hired security has the right to confiscate the drink, and escort both guests from the property if he/she is unwilling to
comply to venue policies.
-Bartenders have the right to refuse service to anyone they believe has had too much to drink. If any guests refuse to cooperate,
they will be escorted from the premises by a security officer.
-Outside alcohol will not be tolerated at The Nest. Should any persons brings outside alcohol into an event where its not being
served, The Nest will allow the onsite bartender to serve it to the consumer, and/ or reserves the right to ask guest to pour out the
beverage. If any guests refuse to cooperate, they will be asked to leave the premises by a security officer.
-We are a can only facility and all beer must be served in glassware.
-No shots, and no doubles are allowed.
-No kegs are allowed on property.
-The bartender is responsible for packing up all unused alcohol and making sure it leaves in a secure vehicle once the bar is
closed.
-Bar must close by 11pm. Bartenders are not permitted to serve any alcohol after service after 11pm.
-Only TABC licensed bartenders are allowed behind the bar.
-Alcohol may never be consumed in the parking lot.
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